**SYMPOSIUM PROGRAM**

**TUESDAY**
**MAY 21**

08:00-08:45  FMG, THE GARDEN  ALL DAY  REGISTRATION

Registration in Fæstningens Materialgård.

09:00-09:30  THE HALL, DAC  WELCOME!

PRIX BLOXHUB INTERACTIVE TEAM

09:30-10:30  THE HALL, DAC  ENABLING CIVIC IMAGINATION

Moderator: Christopher Pagé
Talk and conversation with Dietmar Grimm (Associate Professor, Northeastern University) & Indy Johar (Architect and Founder of Project OØ & Dark Matter Laboratories)

10:30-11:30  THE HALL, DAC  THE CITIZEN-DRIVEN SENSEABLE CITY

Moderator: Judith McKinnon
CARLO RATTI
Professor & Director of the Senseable City Lab, MIT

12:00-13.00  THE HALL, DAC  PRIZE AWARD

Winners will receive their prize: Pål Ayres (CITA) & Karolina Mossadz (Mappia)

13.00-16.00  BLOXHUB

13.00-16.00  DDC, FLOOR  CITIES FOR CULTURES!

Moderator: Silvia Mazzoni

17.30-19.00  BRYGHSULPASDEN  COLD BEERS • MEET THE MAKERS: 17.30 MAPPLE  18.00 25 QUESTIONS • ARUP SESSION 18.30 DIGITAL TWIN SESSION

19.00-22.00  BLOXHUB, 3.FLOOR  AWARD DINNER


**WEDNESDAY**
**MAY 22**

08:00-08:45  THE HALL, DAC  ALL DAY  MORNING DAC

A conversation about achieving the SDGs with Ida Auken (Leading Candidate B) & Citi's Chung (CEO AG GRUPPEN)

09:00-10.30  THE HALL, DAC  LEAVING THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY: EXCURSIONS AFTER LATE CAPITALISM

Moderator: Max Zenglein
ADAM GREENFIELD
Writer & Urbanist

10:30-12.00  THE HALL, DAC  EXHIBITIONS AT BRYGHSULPASDEN:
- 25 QUESTIONS FOR A LIVEABLE CITY
- FLORA ROBOTICA
- THE DIGITAL BENCH
- N-STATE

CITIES & SHARE YOUR CHALLENGES

Co-coordinated with Cálculo Infiniti & Bitte 21
Meet the cities: Stavanger (Bålo, Nordmenn, Forårsbrukk) & Trondheim (Flowers, Robots, and Keinhaus).

12:00-13.00  THE HALL, DAC  LUNCH & PRESENTATION OF PROJECTS FROM OPEN CALL

Enjoy your lunch and hear more about Cycle Superhighway, Parklett App, Hybrid Urban Ecosystem, Flexkerbs

13.00-14.30  THE HALL, DAC  GLOBAL SOCIAL IMPACT AND THE IMPORTANCE OF UPSCALING THE SOLUTIONS

Moderator: Lea Foldager Jensen

14.00-15.00  THE HALL, DAC  FOCUSING ON THE CITY

Moderator: Rasmus Rasmussen

15.00-16.00  THE HALL, DAC  LOCALIZATION AND THE FUTURE OF THE GLOBAL CITY

Moderator: Adam Greenfield

17:00-18.00  THE HALL, DAC  CITIES FOR CITIZENS!

Moderator: Nanna von Staden

19:00-22.00  BLOXHUB, 3.FLOOR  AWARD DINNER

BLOXHUB, 3.FLOOR

**GET TICKETS:** TICKETS.PRIX.BLOXHUB.ORG